


Scan 25  Lore of the Cantol 

     The symbol of a winged creature generally signifies freedom above all 
else. If there is one creature that is the symbol of freedom it is the Cantol. 
Their entire civilization revolves around the embodiment of freedom as 
their Great Mother, Phoenis, provides them the gift of absolute freedom! 
    Cantol function in many different societal structures but are never bound 
to their rule; it is all a decision whether they choose to follow or are free. 
They understand consequences and will face them even if it means facing 
their demise. 

“Bird People, that is what you can call them but they have a deeper 
energy inside them that makes them unable to bend to a person’s 
will. Go ahead, see what happens when you try to make them do 
something they won’t like…” Zevrihn

    If you wonder where your Earth’s birds came from; the evolutionary path 
was set off due to the great Princi, Phoenis. Cantol happen to be the 
sentient creatures that your birds are descendants of. 
    Born on The Nest, Cantol are known to travel far and wide throughout 
Phoenis and even the Planar Unity to seek and discover knowledge. 
Because of their great freedom, they have the control over their own lives.
        Eagelian: The Eagelian are strong and fierce Cantol that enjoy the thrill 
of the hunt. They believe in absolute freedom and will venture any place 
where the greatest hunt can be found. Eagelian have a lifespan of 30 - 40 
cycles, because of this they seek freedom at a very early age. 
        Owloe: The Owloe are a proud and strategic Cantol that hold different 
standards from the others of their race. Their culture revolves around the 
honor and gift of freedom, almost like a religious practice. However, they 
too enjoy the hunt, but only in the night. Owloe have a lifespan of 20 - 35 
cycles.
        Raveni: The Raveni are mysterious and calculating Cantol that love to 
tell stories of their travels. Their idea of freedom is finding the greatest 
stories to tell their partner as they tend to have a life partner that they 
travel alongside. Raveni have a lifespan of 15 - 30 cycles.

    As a Cantol, you can have a flying and walking speed while also having a 
say in what you do! Being a Cantol allows you the freedom to venture 
anywhere you’d like and face challenges head on! 
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Scan 26 Cantol Racial Benefits

Cantol (All Subraces):
Attribute Bonus: +2 in Agility.
Knowledge: All Cantol receive the Survival (Will) Knowledge. 
Languages: All Cantol speak and comprehend Simple and Cantin. 
Physique: Range 2 Walking & Range 3 Flying Movements | Medium 
Body Type

Eagellian:
Attribute Bonus: +1 in Fortitude.
Benefit: As an Eagelian, your talons are sharp weapons. You can 
roll a Unarmed attack and deal damage equal to your Racial Rank 
Die + Unarmed Bonus.
Talent: All Eaglelian receive talent in both Acrobatics (Agility) and 
Endurance (Fortitude).

Owloe:
Attribute Bonus: +1 in Strength.
Benefit: As an Owloe, you gain the Attack from Above (Feat) 
without using a SFA slot or spending CP. This Feat ranks up with 
your Racial Rank so you do not have to spend any CP on it. 
Talent: All Owloe receive talent in both Athletics (Strength) and 
Acrobatics (Agility).

Raveni:
Attribute Bonus: +1 in Intellect.
Benefit: As a Raveni, you gain the Shadow Slip (Skill) without using 
a SFA slot or spending CP. This Skill ranks up with your Racial Rank 
so you do not have to spend any CP on it.
Talent: All Raveni receive talent in both Acrobatics (Agility) and 
Stealth (Agility).

    All Cantol have the Gift of Phoenis within them that allow for them to 
fight off corruption. Upon reaching Racial Rank 3 all Cantol gain Resistance 
to the Corruption Effect and immunity once reaching Rank 5.
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